
                                            ““““Whale Song Ocean Water”Whale Song Ocean Water”Whale Song Ocean Water”Whale Song Ocean Water”                                                  
It all started with a meditation I had, when the “Big Blue Wisdom Whale” came to me from the depths It all started with a meditation I had, when the “Big Blue Wisdom Whale” came to me from the depths It all started with a meditation I had, when the “Big Blue Wisdom Whale” came to me from the depths It all started with a meditation I had, when the “Big Blue Wisdom Whale” came to me from the depths 

of the sea to commune!of the sea to commune!of the sea to commune!of the sea to commune!    

I was in Hawaii at the time, doing an angel course at Kona! The message &I was in Hawaii at the time, doing an angel course at Kona! The message &I was in Hawaii at the time, doing an angel course at Kona! The message &I was in Hawaii at the time, doing an angel course at Kona! The message &    visions were so clear, I visions were so clear, I visions were so clear, I visions were so clear, I 

just had to follow the guidance!just had to follow the guidance!just had to follow the guidance!just had to follow the guidance!    

It was later on, after doing some research, I found out that the big blue wisdom whale still exists and It was later on, after doing some research, I found out that the big blue wisdom whale still exists and It was later on, after doing some research, I found out that the big blue wisdom whale still exists and It was later on, after doing some research, I found out that the big blue wisdom whale still exists and 

his type are becoming extinct! He actually lives around Hawaii and connects with all the whalhis type are becoming extinct! He actually lives around Hawaii and connects with all the whalhis type are becoming extinct! He actually lives around Hawaii and connects with all the whalhis type are becoming extinct! He actually lives around Hawaii and connects with all the whales es es es 

around the earth! Like a guardian of the Whale Kingdom! around the earth! Like a guardian of the Whale Kingdom! around the earth! Like a guardian of the Whale Kingdom! around the earth! Like a guardian of the Whale Kingdom!     

His message was to say, that when I returned home, to the very southern Victorian waters at the His message was to say, that when I returned home, to the very southern Victorian waters at the His message was to say, that when I returned home, to the very southern Victorian waters at the His message was to say, that when I returned home, to the very southern Victorian waters at the 

bottom of Australia, that many whales are to come there next season... So I was to prepare a specialbottom of Australia, that many whales are to come there next season... So I was to prepare a specialbottom of Australia, that many whales are to come there next season... So I was to prepare a specialbottom of Australia, that many whales are to come there next season... So I was to prepare a special    

water which will hold the vibration water which will hold the vibration water which will hold the vibration water which will hold the vibration of Oceanic sound & light... then to share it with the people whom of Oceanic sound & light... then to share it with the people whom of Oceanic sound & light... then to share it with the people whom of Oceanic sound & light... then to share it with the people whom 

are record keepers, like whales...are record keepers, like whales...are record keepers, like whales...are record keepers, like whales...    

The southern Rights come past here twice a year, but when  the big blue wisdom whale said that The southern Rights come past here twice a year, but when  the big blue wisdom whale said that The southern Rights come past here twice a year, but when  the big blue wisdom whale said that The southern Rights come past here twice a year, but when  the big blue wisdom whale said that 

many whales would come,many whales would come,many whales would come,many whales would come,    I didn’t know how many to expect!I didn’t know how many to expect!I didn’t know how many to expect!I didn’t know how many to expect!    

Sure enough ... the next whale season, we had the southern rights [the regulars], the humpbacks, Sure enough ... the next whale season, we had the southern rights [the regulars], the humpbacks, Sure enough ... the next whale season, we had the southern rights [the regulars], the humpbacks, Sure enough ... the next whale season, we had the southern rights [the regulars], the humpbacks, 

[which sing]; there were 5 humpbacks, they don’t go past here hardly at all!...some pilot whales, ev[which sing]; there were 5 humpbacks, they don’t go past here hardly at all!...some pilot whales, ev[which sing]; there were 5 humpbacks, they don’t go past here hardly at all!...some pilot whales, ev[which sing]; there were 5 humpbacks, they don’t go past here hardly at all!...some pilot whales, even en en en 

some orcas came up some orcas came up some orcas came up some orcas came up from the Afrom the Afrom the Afrom the Atlantic tlantic tlantic tlantic waters... all within the same month!!!waters... all within the same month!!!waters... all within the same month!!!waters... all within the same month!!!    It was a miracle! So i had It was a miracle! So i had It was a miracle! So i had It was a miracle! So i had 

prepared my crystal bowl, filled it with ocean water and placed in it 3 chosen crystals... a lemurian prepared my crystal bowl, filled it with ocean water and placed in it 3 chosen crystals... a lemurian prepared my crystal bowl, filled it with ocean water and placed in it 3 chosen crystals... a lemurian prepared my crystal bowl, filled it with ocean water and placed in it 3 chosen crystals... a lemurian 

whale crystal from whale crystal from whale crystal from whale crystal from AdelaideAdelaideAdelaideAdelaide...a clear quartz record keeper which trave...a clear quartz record keeper which trave...a clear quartz record keeper which trave...a clear quartz record keeper which travelled with me to Hawaii, which lled with me to Hawaii, which lled with me to Hawaii, which lled with me to Hawaii, which 

is an Atlantean crystal... and a larimar, the dolphin temple stone... all these 3 stones sat in the bowl is an Atlantean crystal... and a larimar, the dolphin temple stone... all these 3 stones sat in the bowl is an Atlantean crystal... and a larimar, the dolphin temple stone... all these 3 stones sat in the bowl is an Atlantean crystal... and a larimar, the dolphin temple stone... all these 3 stones sat in the bowl 

of ocean water...of ocean water...of ocean water...of ocean water...    

On the night of the full moonOn the night of the full moonOn the night of the full moonOn the night of the full moon        the singing whales stoped behind my house for 3 days I the singing whales stoped behind my house for 3 days I the singing whales stoped behind my house for 3 days I the singing whales stoped behind my house for 3 days I sung. I woke sung. I woke sung. I woke sung. I woke 

up iup iup iup in the middle of the night I heard this strange high pitched frequencyn the middle of the night I heard this strange high pitched frequencyn the middle of the night I heard this strange high pitched frequencyn the middle of the night I heard this strange high pitched frequency    

But din’t registerBut din’t registerBut din’t registerBut din’t register    ....    It wasn’t till morning that I realized it was the whales as they were still there, It wasn’t till morning that I realized it was the whales as they were still there, It wasn’t till morning that I realized it was the whales as they were still there, It wasn’t till morning that I realized it was the whales as they were still there, 

hanging around! I felt very fortunate to have captured their tones in my crystal hanging around! I felt very fortunate to have captured their tones in my crystal hanging around! I felt very fortunate to have captured their tones in my crystal hanging around! I felt very fortunate to have captured their tones in my crystal waters!waters!waters!waters!    

I was then guided by the whales to bottle this water, which gave me 44 bottles , I knew that it would I was then guided by the whales to bottle this water, which gave me 44 bottles , I knew that it would I was then guided by the whales to bottle this water, which gave me 44 bottles , I knew that it would I was then guided by the whales to bottle this water, which gave me 44 bottles , I knew that it would 

go to the right peoplego to the right peoplego to the right peoplego to the right people    who hold sacred codes and assist in unlocking them, I trusted that! who hold sacred codes and assist in unlocking them, I trusted that! who hold sacred codes and assist in unlocking them, I trusted that! who hold sacred codes and assist in unlocking them, I trusted that!     

The bottles came in a beautiful indigo glass and retaiThe bottles came in a beautiful indigo glass and retaiThe bottles came in a beautiful indigo glass and retaiThe bottles came in a beautiful indigo glass and retails for $ls for $ls for $ls for $25252525, all the funds go to Greenpeace to , all the funds go to Greenpeace to , all the funds go to Greenpeace to , all the funds go to Greenpeace to 

help save the whales as they are doing a marvellos job! The whales have held these sacred codes& help save the whales as they are doing a marvellos job! The whales have held these sacred codes& help save the whales as they are doing a marvellos job! The whales have held these sacred codes& help save the whales as they are doing a marvellos job! The whales have held these sacred codes& 

stories for a long time now from when we could rember our divinity and they wish and need to pass stories for a long time now from when we could rember our divinity and they wish and need to pass stories for a long time now from when we could rember our divinity and they wish and need to pass stories for a long time now from when we could rember our divinity and they wish and need to pass 

them on now! Sothem on now! Sothem on now! Sothem on now! So    as Gaias “Divine Plan” can be fullas Gaias “Divine Plan” can be fullas Gaias “Divine Plan” can be fullas Gaias “Divine Plan” can be full----filled, and we remeberfilled, and we remeberfilled, and we remeberfilled, and we remeber    who we are always and who we are always and who we are always and who we are always and 

why we are here! So the waters will activate your NEW light body and open and reval your gifts so why we are here! So the waters will activate your NEW light body and open and reval your gifts so why we are here! So the waters will activate your NEW light body and open and reval your gifts so why we are here! So the waters will activate your NEW light body and open and reval your gifts so 

you can find your spiritual purpose and be able to work in with humanities hiyou can find your spiritual purpose and be able to work in with humanities hiyou can find your spiritual purpose and be able to work in with humanities hiyou can find your spiritual purpose and be able to work in with humanities higher purpose and be gher purpose and be gher purpose and be gher purpose and be 

able to work with humanities higher frequencies also that of the Earths ...able to work with humanities higher frequencies also that of the Earths ...able to work with humanities higher frequencies also that of the Earths ...able to work with humanities higher frequencies also that of the Earths ...    

    

Ocean LoveOcean LoveOcean LoveOcean Love    
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